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ABSTRACT next generation of ICF drivers. In conventional Pockels
cells, a longitudinal electric field is applied to an electro-

We describe Plasma Electrode Pockels Cells (PEPC) optic crystal via external ring-electrodes. To achieve a rea-
for the Beamlet laser and the proposed National Ignition sonably uniform field distribution in the crystal, the crystal
Facility (NIF) laser. These PEPCs, together with passive aspect ratio (diameter/length) must be no greater than
polarizers, function as large aperture (>35 x 35 cm 2) opti- 1:1(1:2 is desirable). Since the required aperture in high-
cal switches enabling the design of high-energy (>5 kJ), energy ICF drivers is on the order of 40 cm, the thickness,
multip_s laser amplifiers. In a PEPC, plasma discharges and therefore the optical path length through the crystal,
form on both sides of a thin (1 cm) electro-optic crystal would be >40 cm. A crystal this thick would have exces-
(KDP). These plasma discharges produce highly conduc- sive optical absorption, strain depolarization, and cost.
tive and transparent electrodes that facilitate rapid An alternate Pockeis cell design approach, which allows
(< 100 ns) and uniform charging of the KDP up to the half- for thin crystals, employs transparent, conductive thin
wave voltage (17 kV) and back to zero volts, films applied to the crystal surfaces. This approach is

also not suitable for ICF lasers because such films will

We discuss the operating principles, design, and opti- damage at the optical fluence (up to 11 J/cm2) produced in
cal performance of the Beamlet PEPC and briefly discuss these lasers.
our plans to extend PEPC technology for the NIF.

We have developed an efficient and reliable optical
I. INTRODUCTION switch technology that does scale to the required apertures

for ICF lasers and allows arbitraryaperture shape. This
Studies on the design of high-energy laser drivers for switch is based on a PEPC. The I"_PC, originally invented

inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experiments I show that a at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in the mid
multipass amplifier architecture offers a significant cost 1980's, 2 has been incorporated into the Beamlet laser
savings over designs based on single-pass amplifiers. One which recently met a major milestone by producing a
straightforward design of a multipass amplifier is to use an 5.5-1d, 3-ns output pulse. 3 In this paper, we discuss the de-

. optical switch to trap an optical pulse within a laser cavity sign, operation, and performance of the Beamlet PEPC. In

and then to divert the pulse out of the cavity after it reaches addition, we discuss ourplan toscale PEPC technology for
the required energy. Figure 1 illustrates this concept where use in the proposed NIF.4
the switch is comprised of a Pockels Cell and a passive
polarizer. By rotating the polarization of the beam, the
Pockels cell controls whether the beam is transmitted

through or reflected from the polarizer. _High-energy lasers for ICF experiments are typically
designed with large apertures (>30 cm) to keep the fluence ---.-
below the damage threshold for the various optical compo- Figure 1. An optical switch eaables a multipass laser
nents. Until recently, there was no optical switch technol- amplifier architecture. The switch deflects the optical pulse
ogy that could be scaled to the apertures required for the out of the cavity after multiple gain passes.
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II. THE PLASMA-ELECTRODE POCKELS CELL the crystal is charged to Vn. To switch the optical pulse out
CONCEPT of the cavity, the PEPC must be able to change state in less

than the cavity round-trip transit-time, which is about
Figure 2 shows a top view cross-section ofa PEPC 240 ns for Beamlet. We chose 100 ns as the nominal

and a simplified schematic of the required external elec- switching speed to allow extra time for voltage equilibra-
tronic circuit. Plasma discharges formed on each side of tion across the crystal aperture. The time const,'_t by which

the KDP crystal act as highly conductive and transparent the voltage on the crystal changes is given by 7 ZswCkdp,
electrodes. Voltage from the switch-pulse generator _sap- where Zsw is the output impedance of the swit: pulser and

plied to the KDP via these plasma electrodes. As in a con- Ckdp is the capacitance of the KDP crystal. Si_i_e the rela-
ventional Pockels cell, if the voltage across the crystal is tive dielectric constant, er, for KDP is 20 and the Beamlet
Vn, the half-wave voltage (17 kV for KDP), the polariza- KDP crystal is 37 x 37 cm 2 and I cm thick, C,.- =2500 pF .Kop
tion of an incoming linearly-polarized beam is rotated It takes four time constants to charge the crystal to 98% of

by 90 °. Vrc So x must be one-fourth of our desired switching speed
or 25 ns. This implies that Zsw must be 10 ft. This sets the

Requirements on the plasma and switch-pulse genera- peak current that must be delivered by the switch-pulse

tors flow down from the switching speed requirement generator lsw= Vn IZsw = 1.7 kA. The plasma current, l.p,at
placed on the PEPC. In the Bearnlet laser, the optical pulse the time the switch-pulse is fired must be > lsw otherwise
propagates through the cavity for two round-trips leading the current from the switch-pulser charging the crystal
to four passes through the amplifier. The polarizer is at- clamps at I_, which increases the time required to fully
ranged so that when no voltage is applied to the PEPC charge the crystal. 5 This effect is due to the diode nature of
crystal, the cavity is open while the cavity is closed when the plasma discharge. Figure 2 depicts the plasma current

and the switch-pulse current with thick arrows. On side 2,
the plasma and switch-pulse currents are in the same direc-
tion; on side 1 they are in opposite direction, so they tend
to cancel. If the peak switch-pulse current is greater than
the plasma current, the current at the side 1 anode must go
negative, which means that it is emitting electrons. This
cannot happen on the time scale of the switch pulse.

81_1 rd_2

III. DESIGN OF THE BEAMLET PEPC

_ Figures 3(a) and 3(b) are photographs of the Beamlet

(_) (_ PEPC. Figure 3(a) shows a full view of the Beamlet PEPC;
Figure 3(b) shows the Beamlet PEPC fully integrated into

o,_,_ the Beamlet. In this section we describe design details for
,_,t / the PEPC and its associated subsystems including: the

PEPC assembly, the vacuum and gas supply system, the

discharge electrodes, the plasma-pulser, and the switch-
pulser.

A. PEPC Assembly

Figure 4 shows an exploded diagram of the PEPC as-

sembly. The KDP crystal, potted into a ceramic midplane,

z_,_ is in the center between two housings which are in turn
sandwiched between a pair of fused silica windows. The

__q housings define the vacuum regions on each ide of the
crystal. The cell bodies also hold the dischm electrodes
in place and interface to the vacuum pumpin :ystem. The

"0--*"- fused silica windows seal the vacuum region_ _n the out-
Figure 2. A cross-sectional view of a PEPC showing the side and allow transmission of the optical pulse. The win-
required external elec_onic circuit. The plasma pulsers dows and the KDP crystal are antireflection (A/R) coated
produce the plasma-electrodes while the switch puls_r with sol-gel. To minimize etalon effects, the windows and
applies voltage across the KDP crystal, the KDP crystal are wedged. In addition, the windows are
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Figure 3. a) Photograph of the Beamlet PEPC before installation into the Beamlet laser, b) Photograph of the Beamlet PEPC
fully integrated into the Beamlet laser.

mounted at a slight angle to keep reflections from returning
to the amplifier through the spatial-filter pin-hole plane.

_T_,v._-_ _ The housing assembly sits on top of a support struc-c_,_ _ _ -_ \ _ ture. The support structure provides adjustment of tip, tilt,
c_ _ \ \ / _ and twist so that the PEPC may be properly aligned in the

_ " Beamlet cavity. The support structure also holds the
vacuum pumping system.

B. Vacuum and Gas System

The vacuum and gas system provides the required en-
F,,,S vironment inside the PEPC for optimum form_.fionof the

plasma electrodes. A two-stage turbomolecular pump
• evacuates the PEPC interio _o<5 × 10.5 torr.This base

pressure insures that the concentration of impurity species
in the plasma is low enough to not degrade the discharge

_" uniformity. The gas system injects the working gas, a mix-
,,.d._. _ ture of helium plus 1% oxygen, into the cell and maintains

•.._-- thegaspressureat35 mtorrwithactivefeedbackcontrol.
The feedbacksystemusesacapacitancemanometerto

Figure4.ExplodeddiagramofthePEPC assembly monitorthecellpressureanddrivesaservoloopactuating
showingthesandwichstructure.
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a gas metering valve. The operating pressure is maintained system, With this process, we have found no plasma-
by flowing gas while the turbo pump continuously evacu- caused degradation of the optical surfaces in tests up to
ates the cell. 80,000 shots.

C. Discharge Electrodes D. Plasma-Pulser

The plasma electrodes are formed by driving current Figure 6 shows a simplified schematic of the plasma-
between pairs of anodes and cathodes. The anodes are pulser, The plasma is initiated by a high-voltage, low-cur- |i

simple bars of stainless steel. The cathodes however are rent power supply which provides enough voltage to break- J,i
planar magnetron structures as shown in Figure 5. Perma- down the gas (about 1.5 kV) and then provides a constant
nent magnets beneath the cathode surface provide a closed discharge current of 30 mA. The voltage required to main-
E x B path for electron flow on the cathode surface leading tain this "simmer" discharge is about 300 V. We found that
to enhanced plasma density near the cathode. Compared to power dissipated at the cathode leads to cathode heating
an ordinary cold cathode, the magnetron cathodes result in (about 9°C), The heated cathode causes radiative heating of
lower operating pressure and lower voltage across the an- the crystal near the cathode (about 2°C). The thermal gra-
ode-cathode gap. dient in the crystal produces strain that increases beam de-

polarization near the cathode. To minimize this heating and

During the discharge, electrons are e_rfitted from the the associated reduction in switching efficiency, we gate
cathode by bombardment from helium ions accelerated to- the simmer discharge on for about 500 ms before the high-
ward the cathode by the discharge potential, However, this current pulse. Gating the simmer current minimizes the
ion bombardment also leads to sputtering of the cathode average power dissipated at the cathode. The high-current
material. We found that this sputtered material can deposit pulse is produced by discharging a 5 I,tF capacitor charged
on the crystal and window surfaces leading to a degrada- from 4-7 kV. Figure 7 shows a typical current waveform
tion in the optical damage threshold. To eliminate this and the relative timing of the switch-pulse.
deposition, the cathode surfaces are made from high purity
graphite so the sputtered material is carbon. The sputtered E. Switch-Pulser
carbon reacts with the 1% oxygen in the plasma to form

CO and CO2,which is pumped away by the vacuum The switch-pulser 6 produces a nominally rectangular
pulse that is applied "_cross the KDP crystal via the plasma
electrodes. The switch-pulser satisfies several important
requirements: jitter from shot to shot is <2 ns, a voltage

i iiii! i :iiiiii::i flat-top at least 50 ns long is within _+.2%of V_, and after
......... , _,_,, ,, • the pulse, the voltage returns to zero :!:2% of Vn so that

"i'iiii' iii"ii,, /i_/iI .... /,",,, the optical pulse is efficiently switched out of the cavity.
/:'// ,,',,',,',.:/// ',,,,',,',, Figure 8 is a schematic of the switch pulser. The rectangu-

_iil s ili",

") ....... _i_l ]

..... _ _ _

N ...... " ' ,. N

-t ° [.[.1. i.[ .[ .1.1-
" 1 1 [ 1 I I I I "

b) _1 v_

Figure 5, a) Side view and b) magnet layout for the planar Figure 6. Schematic diagram the of the plasma-pulse
magnetron cathodes used in the PEPC. The magnetron generator. A thyratron switches a charged capacitor across
cathodes provide a uniform discharge without thermionic the discharge electrodes to produce a plasraa current
emission, up to 5 kA.
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_" -Switch pulse
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c 2000 /-_--'-_._ fires here __ ...... , ......
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1000 -- /
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R" j I il I _''" Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the switch-pulse generator.
0 '- 15 20 Sections of coaxial cable act as a pulse forming network

• 0 5 10
(PFN) to producea nominally rectangularpulse shape.

Time (lxs) Multiple cablesare connectedin parallel to achieve the low
impedancerequiredto chargethe 2500 pF capacitive load

ro.so-o59_a,tozpub of the KDP crystal in <100 ns.

Figure 7. Waveform of the plasmacurrent for a2-kA pulse
and the relative timing of the switch-pulse.
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lar pulse is produced by employing sections of coaxial --_ Pass 3- _
cable as a pulse forming network (PFN). A high-voltage o 10000

power supply charges the PFN to twice the required output e= Switch -
voltage and a thyratron switches the charged PFN into the _o. 5000 out-
output line which is also comprised of coaxial cable see- ,l.
tions. Multiple PFN and output lines are connected in par- ,.q 0
allel to achieve the switch-pulser impedance required to _ -5000 0 100 200 300 400 500

charge and discharge the crystal in less than the cavity
round trip transit time. As an example, the Beamlet switch- Time (ns)

pulser uses four 50-f_ PFN and output lines in parallel to 70._0-or,_a_z
achieve a pulser impedance of 12.5 _. Figure 9 shows a

typical waveform from the Beamlet switch-pulser• It illus- Figure 9. Voltage waveform across the PEP(2 during
trates the voltage pulse and the relative timing of the opti- normal operation and the times when the optical pulse

cal pulse on the multiple passes through the cell. traverses the cell (twice when the voltage is on and onceafter the cell is discharged).

IV. PEPC OPTICAL PERFORMANCE

Operation of the Beamlet PEPC as part of the Beamlet
laser began in February 1994. Before operation at high op- nostic lens L3 and other small aperture optics (not shown).
tical fluence, we evaluated the switching performance at The image plane of the PEP(2 is focused onto a high-reso-
low fluence with the PEPC installed into the Beamlet laser lution CCD video camera. We take the ratio of switch-on

cavity. Figure 10 shows a simplified diagram of the and switch-off images to produce a switching efficiency
Beamlet laser, This experimental setup shows the beam image as shown in Figure 11. Switching efficiency in-

" from the front-end laser injected into the spatial filter. A cludes losses due only to beam depolarization and does

small injection mirror (not shown) reflects the beam to- not include losses from surface reflections (<0.1% total for
ward cavity mirror M 1, passing through the cavity ampli- both windows and the crystal). Switching efficiency also

• fier (which was not energized for the low fluence tests), does not include absorption which is about 5% for a l-cm
The beam reflects from M 1 and passes back through the KDP crystal and negligible for the windows. For this low-

amplifier and spatial filter before it illuminates the PEP(2 at fluence test, we observed an average switching efficiency
full aperture (35 × 35 cm). After traversing the PEPC, the across the aperture of 99.5% while the minimum was
beam reflects from the polarizer if the PEPC is off and 97.5% in the upper left hand comer. The regions of lower

passes through the polarizer if the PEPC is on. A portion of switching efficiency in the comers e_,'ecaused by strain
the light transmitted by the polarizer also is transmitted by induced depolarization in the fused silica windows from
cavity mirror M2. This beam is down-collimated by diag- vacuum loading.
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M, L, u,, q _ _ _ t, PEPC discharges. When the pulse returns again, the beam

__ lq_J_ ' _ _' ..... is not rotated so it reflects otf the polarizer and out of the
!, !_ ........_ cavity. While details of the Beamlet laser performance 3 are

U_ ""_[ -" ] _J "_ ___J_ -- not within the scope of this paper, the main Beamlet cavity
I _ I has so far produced up to 6 kJ in a 3-ns pulse with

_'_:_;__ _'_"_" J switched, four-pass operation. During these tests, the
'_"*"--" Beamlet PEPC operated reliably and reproducibly ,_xhibit-

Figure 10. Simplified diagram of the Beamlet laser ing high-fluence (average of 5 J/cm 2) switching e _ciency
showing the experimental setup used for evaluating the >99.5 % for both cavity closed and cavity open states. -
switching pertormance of the PEPC at low fluence. An
optical pulse from the Beamlet front-end laser propagates V. PEPC FOR THE NATIONAL IGNITION FACILITY

through the PEPC and polarizer. A high-resolution CCD
video camera images the light transmitted by the PEPC- The NIF 4 is a proposed 1.8-MJ ICF facility. The NIF
polarizer combination, laser is based on technology demonstrated with the

Beamlet laser including a four-pass amplifier cavity with
active PEPC switching. We are extending PEPC technol-

ogy to produce a device suitable for use in the NIF. The
baseline NIF laser design consists of 192 individual
beamlets packed into arrays 4 high by 12 wide. All the op-

,,0 tical components in the NIF laser cavity, including the
PEPCs, must be arranged in closely packed 4 x 12 arrays.

The 4 x 12 PEPC array, shown in Figure 12, will be com-
E prised of 1 x 4 PEPC subassemblies shown in Figure 13.

However, each 1 x 4 subassembly will be comprised of
_. two independent 1 x 2 electrical modules shown schemati-

cally in Figure 14. In a 1 x 2 PEPC module, each plasma-
u. pulser must produce a discharge that covers two crystals

and each switch-pulser must charge two crystals. This de-

! 32cm t

Figure 11. Image of the Beamlet PEPC showing switching
efficiency across the aperture. Lower switching efficiency
in the corners is due to strain induced birefringence in the
silica windows from vacuum loading.

During a full system shot, the cavity amplifier is ener- "
gized. The voltage pulse applied to the switch starts about
the same time the optical pulse hits the injection mirror.

While the optical pulse propagates towards mirror M 1and
the first two gain passes through the amplifier, the switch
charges. The voltage across the crystal is fully equilibrated

by the time the optical pulse reaches the PEPC which ro-
tates the polarization 90° so it passes through the polarizer.
The beam reflects from mirror M2, passes through the
polarizer and rotates another 90° by the PEPC before it '*_---"
propagates back teward the amplifier for two more gain Figure 12. Conceptual design of a 4 × 12 PEPC array for
passes. During this 240-ns interval, the voltage across the the NIF.
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Figure 13. A 4 x 12 NIF PEPC array is comprised of [_ i

twelve of these 1 x 4 PEPC building blocks, i ii
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sign allows all electrical and vacuum connections to be 1o- ... _ ................i i.................. "
cated along the top and bottom of a 4 x 12 array where _ i !

they will not interfere will the optical beams. This design
also minimizes the inter-beam spacing allowing the PEPC
spacing to match that of other components in the cavity, the ,**,_,,,,

amplifiers in particular. Figure 14. Each I × 4 NIF PEPC building block will be

VI. CONCLUSION comprised of a pair of electrically independent 1 x 2
PEPCs. In a 1 x 2 module, the plasma discharge must span

, We have discussed the technology of Plasma-Elec- two crystals compared to one crystal in the Beamlet PEPC
trode Pockels Cells where plasma discharges facilitate uni-
form application of voltage to large-aperture, thin electro-

" optic KDP crystals. PEPC technology enables the construc- We are scaling PEPC technology for use in the NIF
tion of large-aperture optical switches for use in high-en- laser. The NIF PEPC will be based on 1 × 2 electrical mod-
ergy ICF laser drivers. Such a switch has been successfully ules arranged in closely packed 4 × 12 arrays.
incorporated into the design of the high-energy Beamlet
laser where it switches a 5--6-kJ, 3-ns optical pulse out of This work was performed under the auspices of the
the amplifier cavity after four gain passes. The Beamlet US Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore Na-
PEPC has demonstrated switching efficiency >99.5% and tional Laboratory under the contract number W-7405-
has operated reliably during Beamlet experiments. ENG-48.
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